
Entrants into the Angus Sire Benchmarking 

Programme in 2015. 

The Angus Sire Benchmarking scheme has now been operating for six years. Bulls for testing are nomi-

nated by their owners, who pay an entry fee. This year forty one bulls are being tested. They will have 

progeny born and raised in strict contemporary groups. Steer calves are feed efficiency tested and their car-

cases are measured. Heifers are joined and calved out to test fertility and calving ease. At the end of this 

process the bulls are among some of the most accurately measured animals in Australia. 

 

You can find out about this programme at ‘http://www.angusaustralia.com.au/asbp.html’. Information on 

all the bulls that have been and are being tested is there. 

 

We have had one or our bulls tested in each of the first five trials and have two being tested this year in co-

hort 6. As a result our herd has more accurate and more comprehensive EBVs that most others. 

Murray Grando J136 is one of these two bulls. He is 

the best son of Grando that we have bred. He is one of 

the most attractive and structurally sound bulls we have 

bred. One of Grando’s very strong points was his feed 

efficiency. We particularly want to establish whether this 

has been passed on. J136 has exceptional Index Numbers 

and EBVs. 

 

His Index Numbers are 145/125/163/135. We think that 

these are the most important numbers you should look at 

when you are judging animals. We often use them and so 

know what they mean.  

 

Of the recorded Angus calves born in 2013 1 in every 

100 had an Angus Breeding Index greater than 138. One 

in every 100 had a Domestic Index greater than 122.  For 

the Heavy Grain Index and the Heavy Grass Index the 

numbers are 157 and 130.  

 

With this information I am happy to say that Gordo J136 

is ‘in the top 1% of the breed on all indices’.  

 

For the record you might want to know that about 45,000 

male calves were recorded in 2013, and there were only 

166 of them that are ‘in the top 1% of the breed on all 

indices.’ 

 

So J136 is pretty special. 

 

You can also judge his current EBVs easily from the An-

gus EBV graph. Not a heifer bull but top 5% growth. 

Low mature weight given his growth. Top 5% fertility. 

Big carcase weight. Muscle and marbling—and a bit fat-

ter than average. We hope he will be feed efficient.  

MURRAY GRANDO J136 

If you go and look at the information on J136 on the Angus web site you will see that he also has Structural 

EBVs.  Currently he is one of only five of the forty one bulls in Cohort 6 that have Structural EBVs. 

Murray Judge J14 is another of them. 



Murray Judge J14 is the second Murray bull that has been entered in the Sire Benchmarking Programme 

this year.  He is a son of the outstanding American bull A A R Ten X who has an extraordinary combina-

tion of birth weight, growth and carcase attributes. His mother is a daughter of Te Mania Berkley—who has 

very similar attributes. 

 

He was used as a yearling at Straban and we now have a number of his calves in our herd.  

MURRAY JUDGE J14 

We have used Ten X heavily in our herd and 

will use a number of his sons over time. The 

Ten X daughters that we have in our herd will 

make a big contribution to it in the future. By 

having this son tested we will have greater 

accuracy on the EBVs of  all these Ten X 

daughters—and that is important for us. 

 

Judge’s Index Numbers are 

147/133/165/137. 

 

So Judge is another pretty special bull that is 

‘in the top 1% of the breed on all indices’. 

 

 

The EBV graph for Judge lets us see very rapidly that he 

is an outstanding low birth weight high growth rate bull 

with a relatively modest mature weight. His fertility ebv is 

in the top 10% of the breed. 

 

His carcase weight EBV is in the top 1% of the breed . 

When we have carcase data from the Benchmarking Pro-

gramme we will know how accurate this is. EMA and 

IMF EBVs are in the top 10% of the breed. 

 

The Index Values are all in the top 1% of the breed. 


